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This project is one that I envisioned while sitting down and doodling on my sketch book one 

evening and came up with this little witch.  I fell in love with her and thought that she would 

make a great mixed media project where the background was fairly nondescript and could be 

accomplished by anyone of any skill level.  That is the beauty of a generic background; it also 

lends itself to being appropriate for any surface or skill level.  I then decided that I wanted to 

include an alternate background using a different color scheme, the second background  is 

strictly painted and doesn’t incorporate DecouPage into it but loved how the stencils added such 

an interesting look and depth to the piece. I especially loved how the ghost’s transparent bodies 

allow the stencils to show through.  These go together so quickly because of the backgrounds 

and would make darling cards or could easily be adjusted to fit another surface.  I also wanted 

the frame to be of a prim look and used a frame that was cut out of recycled wood that was made 

by Ideal Wood Products Inc. and even has a hole in it.  It was so fun and therapeutic to paint 

because I took my frustrations out on sanding the bulk of the paint off.  LOL.  Enjoy!   

 

Supplies:   

Canvas 12”X16” 

15.5”X19.5” paintable wood frame available from www.idealwoodproductsinc.com 

Deco Art Matte Spray Varnish #DAS13 

Deco Art Gesso #TXFP06 

Deco Art DecouPage #DS101 

Creative Coach Background Basecoat Stencils:  BCS161 

Plum Purdy Designs Stencils:  #113 Bat Night, #115 Spooky Words, #114 Candy Corn Border, 

#112 Swirl Dot Star.   

Assorted stencils, checks, dots, geometric shapes.  I used Staedtler that I purchased at my local 

craft store.   

Makeup Sponge Wedges 

Assorted scrapbook papers (K and Company) 

Stylus, tack cloth, fine sand paper, tracing paper, favorite transfer method. 

01 and 02 Micron Permanent Black Marker 
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Paints: Deco Art Americana 

Antique Gold #DA09 

Asphaltum #DA180 

Base Flesh #DA136 

Burnt Sienna #DA063 

Dioxazine Purple #DA101 

Graphite #DA161 

Hi-Lite Flesh #DA024 

Honey Brown #DA163 

Indian Turquoise #DA087 

Lamp Black #DA067 

Light Buttermilk #DA164 

Moon Yellow #DA07 

Napa Red #DA165 

Navy Blue #DA035 

Olive Green #DA056 

Purple Pizazz #DA302 

Snow White #DA01 

Spice Pink #DA030 

Tangelo Orange #DA196 

Tangerine #DA012 

Turquoise Blue #DA268 

Whispering Turquoise #DA305 

Wild Orchid #DA233 

Wisteria #DA211 

Glamour Dust Lemon Drop #DGD15 

Glamour Dust Tiger Orange #DGD04 

Glamour Dust Purple Passion #DGD08 

 

Brushes:  Loew Cornell 

Loew Cornell Dome Round Brush 272:  S, XS 

Loew Cornell Angular Bristle 244:  ¼”, ½” 

La Corneille Angular Shader Brush 7400C:  3/8”, ½”  

La Corneille Golden Taklon Glaze/Wash Brush 7550C:  ¾” 
La Corneille Golden Taklon Script Liner Brush 7050C: # 18/0 

La Corneille Ultra Round Brush 7020:  #2, 4,  

Loew Cornell Deerfoot Stippler Brush 410:  1/8”, ¼”,½”, 

La Corneille Golden Taklon Filbert Rake Brush 7520:  ¼” 

Loew Cornell Maxine's Mop 270:  ½” 

Generally I use the brush that best fits the area to be painted unless otherwise specified in the 

directions.  

 

Painting Tips and Pointers:  I often shade using a variety of brushes, in particular like to 

shade using the Dome Round Brush; I thin my paint down to a transparent consistency, load my 

brush with this thinned paint and wash/blend the paint into my shaded areas.  I then either soften 

the edges using a mop brush or use a second Dome Round brush that has clean water on it to 

blend the edges of my shaded areas.  If you struggle with float shading this might be a good 

option for you.  I will frequently shade or add highlights using this technique.  I like to slowly 

build layers in a shaded or highlighted area and feel that I can achieve a lovely value that can’t 

always be achieved when floating.   

 

 

Purple Background Instructions and Witch Instructions:  
Background Prep:  

 Load your ¾” Wash brush with Purple Pizazz dip one corner into Wisteria and the other 

into Snow White and using a slip slap brush technique blend the paint on all sides of the 

canvas.  Clean your brush and thin Moon Yellow down to a transparent consistency and 

http://www.loew-cornell.com/product-page-pages-43.php?cid=33&pid=581
http://www.loew-cornell.com/product-page-pages-43.php?cid=33&pid=661
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randomly wash random applications over the Purple, thin Tangerine down to a 

transparent consistency and wash randomly onto the canvas and using the same 

technique wash Tangelo Orange randomly onto the canvas.  Randomly wash Glamour 

Dust Purple Passion, Lemon Drop, and Tiger Orange onto the canvas.  

  Stencil Moon Yellow over the Purple Background using the Background Swirl Stencil. 

 Tear or cut your scrapbooking paper to the size that you want on your canvas and using 

the manufacturer’s instructions adhere to your canvas using DecouPage or your favorite 

decoupage product.   

  Using the Bat Night Stencil stencil the bats with Lamp Black and the stars and moons 
with Snow White.   Using the Swirl Dot Star and Spooky Words stencil randomly layer 

your stencils using Snow White, Purple Pizazz, and Moon Yellow to randomly stencil 

over and around the previous stencils.   Allow yourself the freedom to enjoy the 

randomness of this background, it should reflect your choices for stencil placement and 

color choices.   Don’t be afraid of this, if you aren’t happy with the placement chances 

are you can layer another stencil over the top or use one of the design elements to cover.   

 Transfer the witch.   Undercoat the witch with Gesso.  Shade around the witch with 
Dioxazine Purple. 

Witch: 

 Base the witch’s face and hands with Hi-Lite Flesh, shade with Base Flesh, and deepen 
the shaded areas with Burnt Sienna.  Highlight with Light Buttermilk.   Using a circular 

motion dry brush Spice Pink into the cheek area.   

 Base the eyes with Snow White and the pupil with Lamp Black.  Dip dot the highlight in 

the eyes using a small stylus and Snow White.  Float highlight the pupil with Snow 

White.    

 Base the dress with Tangerine, shade with Tangelo Orange, and highlight with Moon 
Yellow.  Deepen the shaded areas with Honey Brown.  

 Base the hat with Tangelo Orange, float shade with Napa Red, and highlight with 
Tangerine.   

 Base the hat band and bat on her dress with Indian Turquoise, float shade with Turquoise 

Blue and deepen with Navy Blue.  Highlight with Whispering Turquoise.   Dip dot the 

bat’s eyes with Napa Red.     

 Base the cape with Moon Yellow, shade with Antique Gold, and highlight with Light 
Buttermilk. Using a SL line the Spider Web on the upper portion of the cape with Lamp 

Black and dip dot the ends with Lamp Black.   

 Base the hair with Burnt Sienna and using a SL layer the following paint colors over the 
hair overlapping each paint color allowing each color to show:  Moon Yellow, Burnt 

Sienna, and Asphaltum.   

 Stencil random words over the bottom of the dress using Snow White, Lamp Black, and 
Purple Pizazz.   

Candy Corn: 

 Base the bottom and top of the candy corn with Tangelo Orange, float shade with Napa 

Red.   

 Base the center of the candy corn with Moon Yellow, float shade with Antique Gold and 
deepen with Honey Brown.  

 Float highlight the entire candy corn with Light Buttermilk. 



 Using a SL line the legs and arms with Lamp Black and dip dot the eyes with Lamp 
Black.   

 Base the parachutes with Indian Turquoise float shade with Turquoise Blue and deepen 

with Navy Blue.  Highlight with Whispering Turquoise.   

Finishing:   Outline the facial details with a black permanent marker.  Spray varnish with Matte 

Varnish.   

 

Alternate Blue Background:  This background is meant to be a very loose free 

flowing design and you should allow yourselves the opportunity to be extremely creative in the 

application.  This is a layered application and always remember to allow each layer to dry 

completely before adding your next layer.      
 Divide your canvas into 4 equal sections.   

 Load your ¾” Wash brush with Snow White dip one corner into Lamp Black and the 
other into Graphite and using a slip slap brush technique blend the paint on two opposite 

sides of the canvas.  

 Load your ¾” Wash brush with Indian Turquoise and dip one corner into Whispering 
Turquoise, and the other into Snow White and using a slip slap technique blend the paint 

on the upper right rectangle.   

 Load your ¾” Wash brush with Purple Pizzazz and dip one corner into Wild Orchid and 

the other into Dioxazine Purple and using a slip slap technique blend the paint on the 

lower left rectangle.   

 Clean your brush and load with thinned down Moon Yellow and randomly wash 
transparent applications over the four different areas of the canvas, thin Tangerine down 

to a transparent consistency and wash randomly onto the canvas and using the same 

technique wash Tangelo Orange randomly onto the canvas.  Randomly wash Glamour 

Dust Purple Passion, Lemon Drop, and Tiger Orange onto the canvas. Turning your brush 

continually gives you a variety of brush strokes that you want to see during this process 

also changing from using the flat part of the brush to the chisel edge also gives you 

different looks.  Cross-hatching and stippling can also be used here.  You are working to 

add texture and interest to the background.   

 Using a square stencil Lamp Black over the bottom grey areas. 

 Using assorted circle stencils stencil Purple Pizzazz over the upper left corner. 

 Using assorted circle stencils Moon Yellow over the upper blue areas and the lower 
purple rectangle.   

 Randomly stencil Tangerine using a triangle stencil.   

 Randomly stencil Olive Green using a square stencil.   

 Once you are happy with the result transfer your witch and ghosts to the canvas.   

Ghosts:   
 Transfer the ghosts and float Snow White around the outer edges of the ghosts allowing 

the center of each ghost to remain transparent.  Reapply your paint and shade as is 

necessary for the ghosts to take shade.   

 Base the eyes and mouth with Lamp Black and add the highlight in the eyes with Snow 
White.    

 



Frame:  This frame is designed to look primitive and the way to do that is to sand the bulk of 

the paint off.  Seal the frame with wood sealer and base the frame with Tangelo Orange, add 

Lamp Black to the center of each section of the frame, and add Indian Turquoise to the blue 

areas.  When you base the colored areas of the frame use the chisel edge of the brush to give the 

ragged edges that blend up into the previous color.  Sand the bulk of your paint off, because you 

have already sealed the frame you are safe to sand much of your paint off.  Don’t worry if you 

are horrified at how this looks prior to sanding, you can sand any areas that you aren’t happy 

with to adjust the amount of paint that is left.  Like I said earlier this is a very therapeutic 

process.   

 

Finishing:  Using a permanent black marker line the facial detail and spray varnish.   
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Enlarge or reduce line art to fit your surface.   

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


